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Abstract 
 
In this research, advanced deep neural networks are used to eliminate the 

original samples' noise content. The entire investigation is divided into two 

stages. At the first step, speech input is converted into frames for feature 

extraction. The second step applying the 3 layer ResNet architecture 

algorithm is implemented on an advanced convolution neural network 

toolbox. The pipelined three-layer architecture is advanced in deep learning 

techniques, and it can eliminate the residual errors between the noise speech 

and clean speech. The layers adjustment is eliminating the noise components 

and generating the de-noise speech samples. These are clear for audibility 

and ability than Gaussian, wiener and many modern techniques. At final we 

are calculating the signal to noise ratio at various noise densities (-15dB to 

5dB). The segSNR of the proposed ResNet algorithm gives more 

improvement and better performance compared to existed methods. 
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1 Introduction 
 

The spectral speech subtraction strategy [1] is perhaps the most 

mainstream approach among various noises drop-off methods in the phantom 

area. These accomplished speech disorder techniques decrease by just taking 

away to pre-assess noise spectrum adequacy from a noticed speech sample, 

where earlier models don't handle the speech identification stage. The 

ridiculous deduction of noise in speech simple for usage, and apparent noises 

cannot be handled easily. These methods bring about a fake noise, called 

melodic commotion, which is caused due to various external factors. Since 

the Noise deduction technique isn't worried about the conversation, it 

frequently assesses speech properties. Ephraim and Malah [2] have proposed 

the MMSE-STSA (Minimum Mean Square Error-Short-Time Spectral 

Amplitude) strategy, which uses a discourse PDF (Probability Density 

Function) and a noise PDF. In writing in, the discourse and commotion PDFs 

were demonstrated by Rayleigh and Gauss thickness capacities individually. 

This strategy gives an ideal arrangement of the assessed discourse signal in 

the feeling of MMSE-STSA (the arrangement may change to Wiener channel 

[3] if we expect Gauss circulations for both of the discourse and noise PDFs). 

Although the MMSE-STSA strategy gives an expected discourse signal with 

less melodic commotion, it requires more tangled calculations, for instance, 

the arrangement needed to figure the altered Bessel work. Additionally, as 

called attention to by individual analysts, genuine discourse histograms don't 

fit Rayleigh's work utilized in [4].  

 

2 Literature Survey  
 

A more proficient strategy that depends on a greatest a posterior (MAP) 

assessment has been set up by Lotter and Vary [5]. Lotter and Vary 

demonstrated the discourse PDF by a parametric super-Gaussian capacity, 

constrained by two shape boundaries. The parametric super-Gaussian 

capacity has been created from a histogram produced using a lot of genuine 

discourse information in a confidential SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) span. 

This technique's concealment ability is better than the Wiener channel, 

although the permanent noise is still always apparent. Andrianakis and White 

knew that the discourse PDF might change in some SNR stretches [6]. They 

used three histograms produced using discourse signals in three diverse tight 

SNR spans and estimated them with Gamma thickness. As revealed in [7], 

changing these three discourse PDFs as per the SNR can improve the noise 

decrease ability. While Andrianakis discretely changes the discourse PDF, 

Tsukamoto et al. persistently change the PDF as indicated by the SNR [8, 9]. 

They utilized the parametric super-Gaussian capacity proposed in [10] and 

adaptively changed its shape boundaries as per the SNR. As of late, [11] 

refined this methodology by making and assessing numerous genuine 

discourse histograms produced using different restricted SNR intervals. As  
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appeared in [12, 13], this strategy has a reliable commotion decrease capacity 

in contrast with other customary discourse upgrade techniques, and 

consequently, it is successful, particularly in low SNR conditions[14]. 

This research paper, organized as a system model, describes the system's 

problem statement and enhancement procedure with the Short-Time Fourier 

Transform (STFT) and Convolutional model with mathematical analysis[15, 

16]. Then results section explains the training stage results and STFT 

analysis on signals with Spectrogram analysis's help, finally concluded with 

future remarks[17].  
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The above literature survey briefly explains various speech enhancement 

techniques and their advanced models. The conventional models like wavelet 

transform, fast Fourier transform and windowing techniques are implemented  

 

S No Title or author Dataset key point Advanced 

model 

1 H. Kameoka  Et.al 

[18] 

American seminar  

speech data 

Convolution networks Machine 

learning 

2 Tanaka  et.al [19]  Washing machine 

speech 

NSW network model Deep learning 

model 

3 T. Kaneko et al. 

[20]  

The buzzer sounds 

with humans mixing  

Nonparallel voice 

conversion 

CNN 

4 G. Brunner et. a 

[21]  

American seminar  

speech data 

CycleGAN model PSO speech 

enhancement 

5 Wu, Cheng-Wei, 

et al. [22]   

Washing machine 

speech 

Adversarial Network  Machine 

learning model 

6 M. Michelashvili  

[23]  

The buzzer sounds 

with humans mixing  

Masking and trained 

network 

Machine 

learning 

7 M. Mimura  [24] American seminar  

speech data 

cycle-consistent 

adversarial networks 

Deep learning 

model 

8 G. Kim  [25]  Washing machine 

speech 

Unpaired speech mode CNN 

9 Meng, Zhong  

[26]  

The buzzer sounds 

with humans mixing  

Segmenting with filter 

model 

PSO speech 

enhancement 

 

 

10 Xu, Yong, et al. 

[27]  

Human and speaker 

amplifier 

NN –deep speech 

enhancement 

Machine 

learning model 

11 Wang, Qing, et al. 

[28] 

Multi-objective 

iterations 

Speech estimation  Deep learning 

technique 
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but facing many limitations. The following limitations of implementing 

techniques are not suitable for future generations. The main agenda of 

implemented methods used to de-noise the selected speech signal using their 

technique. Therefore the machine learning, deep learning and collected layers 

convolution models can help the noise reduction in the speech samples[29]. 

This process may identify the noise and providing the quality and intellectual 

speech sample.  

 

3 Proposed Methodology  
 

 The above all methods selecting the speech inputs signal with frequency 

from 8KHZ to 20KHZ cleaned speech. For this experiment, a purpose 

washing machine and a beep sound are applied as noise power and measured 

in Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) with 0dB. These mixed signals are reading 

with command as audio read and clean audio commands[30]. The noise and 

speech signals are mixing with some commands available in the parallel 

processing window. To visualizing purpose, original speech signal and noise 

speech signals can be attained through MATLAB 2018b parallel processing 

window. Figure 1 shows Process for Speech Signal Enhancement. 
 

SYSTEM MODEL 

 
 

Figure 1 Process for Speech Signal Enhancement 
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To obtain an enhanced speech signal, some assumptions need to be 

considered. Initially, an additive noise that is uncorrelated with the input 

signal considered as two inputs of the system and is denoted by 

 ( )   ( )   ( )         ----- (1) 

 

In this, s and v are clean speech and noise speech signals, respectively. 

This paper's in-depth and convolutional model-based speech enhancement 

process was implementing STFT spectral analysis image for the speech 

signal was extracted with minimizing the effect of the critical band. As the 

most crucial factor is not to enhance the signal and denoising is the other 

factor, STFT based spectral analysis with deep/convolutional model were 

implemented to increase the intelligibility of the system lacking in most of 

the models[31]. 

 

3.1 STFT 
 

Figure 2 identified the very next step is to apply STFT on the noisy 

signal. Here any priori noisy estimation was not performed, but considering a 

signal of noise resulted in extracting mark the limitation of having 

information on noise signal. Still, there will be no prior knowledge of the 

noise level in the signal in real-time in such a condition. A noise estimation 

portion was also considered in this system. But before moving into the 

estimation model, a general model will be explained with STFT on the signal 

for generating frequency domain of the time domain signal as a necessity of 

extracting the spectrum or for power spectral density[32]. 

 

 
Figure 2 STFT Based Spectral Extraction Model 

 (   )  ∑  (   )| (   )|
 

 
  

      ------ (2) 
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where M(i,k) is  the band coefficients of the signal and Y(k,m) is STFT 

applied signal, k is frequency bias, i is frequency band generator to 

implement, and the band coefficients can be given as 

 (   )  {
  ( ( )   ( )    )

 
       ( ( )   ( )    )

             ( )    ( )     

              ( )       ( )

            ( )    ( )     

   ( )      --

-- (3) 
 

  ( ) is center frequency for the ith band, and maximum point extraction 

limits the signal for generating spectrogram? To obtain the spectrogram gain 

is of the signal is an essential factor. Therefore gain (G) is given by 

 ( )  , (   )  (   )  (   )     (   ) -    ------ (4) 

As mentioned earlier, due to prior knowledge on the noise signal  (   ) the 

gain can be modified as  

  (   )  
 (   )

   (   )
     -------- (5) 

In this paper, considering a real-time signal with no prior knowledge in noise 

ratio of the signal rely on the combination of exponential factor that is  

  (   )  
 (   )

   (   )
   {

 

 
∫

    

 
  

 

  
}   -------- (6) 

and the lower limit for the integral function is given by 

   
 (   )

   (   )
 (   )     ------- (7) 

and the estimation of variance factor  (   ) is given as 

 (   )  
| (   )| 

 (   )
      ------- (8) 

Where Y is STFT signal and  (   ) has the power spectral density (PSD) 

for spectrogram generation for the input signal. 

Then the gain gets modified to interpolation matrix(A) and results in a phase 

of the system model for spectrogram 

 ( )      ( )  ------- (9) 

as magnitude coefficients of the system give a 

      .
 

 
/       ------- (10) 

The phase of the signal will be given as 

 ( )   ( )   ( )      ------- (11) 

From the phase and magnitude based on the system, the spectrogram 

image will be generated and given as input to the neural network model to 

enhance the signal in intelligibility. 

 

3.2 Proposing Neural Network Model 
 

In this paper, a Res-Net architecture replication model was modified into 

a 3 phase model. As of the above discussion, the output from STFT is 

acquired both in magnitude, and phase terms are given as input to the first 2 

phases of the network[33-34]. Then the combined network model outcomes 

will be adjusted as inputs to 3rd phase. The layers connected with 
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the replication model are Convolution Layer (CL), Batch Normalization 

Layer (BNL), Relu Layer (RL), and Regression Layer (RGL). 

The first 2 phases have a series combination of weight adjusting 

parameters based on error approximation and minimization of noise with 

intelligibility enhancement of the model. A set of 5 stages with a three-layer 

repetitive combination performed on the architecture. Figure 3 shows 

Convolutional Neural Network Model for Speech Enhancement. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Convolutional Neural Network Model for Speech Enhancement 

 

But the output stage or phase has contributed to the regression layer to 

optimize the weight error approximation more efficiently than conventional 

units. No skip connection was performed, as mentioned by other researchers. 

The mathematical modeling of the system given by accessing Feynman Path 

integral and the input features was given by u at t layer unit and is denoted as 

  , the weight function of the system is given by w. 

 (   )      *    (   )        (   )+   ------- (12) 

These stages on 2 phases were repeated by five sets and results in an 

effective weight minimization loss algorithm. 

      (   ) Represents the convolution factor,     (   )    
    (   ) indicates the batch normalization factor, and      represents 

Rectified Linear Unit function. As skip connections were updated, the 

magnitude level to noise mode and cross-entropy on phase mode was given 

by  

     .
| |

| |
/          ------- (13) 

 ( )   ∑    
 
 
∑     (  )   
   

∑     (  ) 
   

     ------- (14) 

∑     (  )   
   

∑     (  ) 
   

 Indicates the regression layer in stage 3 
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4 Result 
 

4.1 Experimental Setup 
 

In this work, MATLAB 2018b software tool is used to analyze the noise 

speech, and this work can enhance the noise samples and providing the de-

noise audio output. The ResNet CNN model trains the common noise 

English dataset, which can help the classification quickly. 

 
Table 1 Simulation Parameters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Input Speech Signal 

 

Fig 4 clearly explains about input speech signal, which is collected from 

a real-time recording scenario. This signal is available in the MATLAB 

database in the name of speech signal name.wav format. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

s.no parameter Measure 

1 Speech samples dB (can provide for the 

train) 

2 Spectrum analysis Analyzing the noise 

regions 

3 Number of speech samples 30000 

4 Cleaned speech samples 20000 

5 Noise Additive Gaussian noise  
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Figure 5 Noise vs. clean speech 

 

Figure 5 clearly explains noise and clean speech signals attained from 

feature extraction stages in ResNet STFT. The following transformation can 

easily handle the residual noise samples and easy process to the deep 

learning stage. 

In this section, clean speech with a low noise-damping factor and no 

effect on the input signal was plotted in figure 6, and STFT based 

spectrogram graphs were plotted in figure 7. 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Normal Wave-Based Existing Scheme Results.   
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      Figure 7 STFT for Regular Waves Existing Scheme 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8 Normal Wave-Based Proposing Scheme Results   
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Figure 9 STFT for Regular Waves Proposing the Scheme 

 

Figure 8 and figure 9 for another signal with high pause ratio tested with 

respect to priori information on the signal's noise were shown. The difference 

can be observed mostly 30sec time slot with blue color representation, which 

was not found in figure 6. 

The overall performance metrics PESQ, LSD and SegSNR [1] was 

observed at 5 different noise conditions i.e., -15dB, -10dB, -5dB, 0dB, 5dB 

and plotted below. 

 
Figure 10 training stage of ResNet  
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Fig 10 clearly explains about speech sample training process using 

ResNet deep learning technique. In this 678 speech samples are provided to 

understand the various samples' nature. In this graph, RMSE and loss 

functions are shown clearly. The loss function starts at 0 and ends at 678 

sample numbers. Coming to lose function tracking the information from 0 to 

678 can be tracking respectively. This process can help the different cleaned 

speech samples rather than noise. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 11 Training Process 
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Fig 11 demonstrates that various instances of the training process and 

their response from the ResNet machine. This in-depth learning process can 

continuously monitor the speech samples and their residuals. According to 

training information, if any noise presented in the testing sample, it can 

automatically remove and provide the cleaned speech. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12 Classifications of Resnet Connected Layer 

 

 

Figure 12 clearly explains profound learning-based denoised speech 

using a fully connected ResNet process. Here de-noise speech has zero 

residuals and noise-free samples; moreover, clean speech has less SNR in 

dB, and De-Noisy speech has high  SNR in dB. 
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Figure 13 ResNet classified speech 

 

PSEQ = [1.343 1.44 1.418 1.345 1.5962; 1.502 1.721 1.736 1.669 1.8391;  

    1.176 2.063 2.104 2.060 2.7694; 1.993 2.337 2.44 2.42 3.1964; 2.292 

2.635 2.721 2.719 3.3362; 

    2.292 2.635 2.721 2.719 3.4260]'; 

LSD = [2.318 1.814 1.815 1.832 1.3445; 2.189 1.660 1.627 1.653 0.8197;  

    2.036 1.471 1.433 1.455 0.6243; 1.841 1.304 1.256 1.271 0.2449; 

    1.599 1.157 1.101 1.110 0.0139]; 

SEGSNR = [-7.658 -2.930 -2.468 -2.331 2.8963;  

    -6.793 -1.842 -1.270 -1.305 3.0640; -6.209 -0.352 0.190 0.053 3.2496; 

    -5.453 1.017 1.683 1.525 3.4622;-3.435 2.223 2.974 2.848 3.9914]; 

The above figure 13 demonstrates the examinations of perceptual evaluation 

of speech quality. Here Lag spectral density is more improved than earlier 

models. In this Denoised speech, samples have less noise it is observed in 

segSNR. 
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Figure 14 Comparisons of Results  

 

Figure: 14 demonstrates that comparison of results, here LSD, PESQ and 

segSNR parameters are more improved compared to CNN0, CNN1, CNN2 

and ResNet CNN. In this work -15dB to 5dB, noise density has to vary 

according to calculating performance measures. At all stages proposed model 

gets more improved compared to earlier methods. 
 

 
 

Figure 15 Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality 
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Fig 15 briefly explains PESQ analysis. This proposed ResNet mechanism 

attains more improvement and gets high PSEQ values. This proof suggested 

ResNet based denoise scheme very useful for future applications. 

 

 
 

Figure 16 Log Spectral Distance (LSD)  
 

 
 

Figure 17 Segmental Signal-To-Noise Ratio. 

 

Fig 16&17 demonstrate the comparative study of denoising performance 

measures such as LSD and segSNR. At all stages, CNN0, CNN1& CNN2 

cannot crossover the limitations of noise samples. But our method from -

10dB to 5dB all values are improved compared to earlier methods. 
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5 Conclusion 
 

In this research work, a deep ResNet-based CNN deep learning model is 

used for de-noise speech recognition, this proposed modeling more improved 

compared to earlier CNN with and without skip connections. In this 

experiment, variant noise samples and cleaned speech samples are evaluated 

with the proposed architecture. It cloud be identified with proposed 

experiment is outperforms the denoising performance even at lower SNR 

stages. The Wiener filter, CNN with skip connections, does not achieve 

proper performance measures at lower SNR values. This method attains more 

improvement at less SNR to high SNR with the proposed ResNet CNN 

model. 
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